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Abstract— Coded caching has the potential to greatly reduce
network traffic by leveraging the cheap and abundant storage
available in end-user devices so as to create multicast opportu-
nities in the delivery phase. In the seminal work by Maddah-Ali
and Niesen (MAN), the shared-link coded caching problem was
formulated, where each user demands one file (i.e., single file
retrieval). This article generalizes the MAN caching problem
formulation from single file retrieval on the binary filed to
general scalar linear function retrieval on an arbitrary finite
field. The proposed novel scheme is linear, based on MAN
uncoded cache placement, and leverages ideas from interference
alignment. Quite surprisingly, the worst-case load of the proposed
scheme among all possible demands is the same as the one of the
scheme by Yu, Maddah-Ali, and Avestimehr (YMA) for single
file retrieval. The proposed scheme has thus the same optimality
guarantees as YMA, namely, it is optimal under the constraint
of uncoded cache placement, and is optimal to within a factor
2 otherwise. Some extensions of the proposed scheme are then
discussed. It is shown that the proposed scheme works not only
on arbitrary finite field, but also on any commutative ring. The
key idea of this article can be also extended to all scenarios to
which the original MAN scheme has been extended, including
but not limited to demand-private retrieval and Device-to-Device
networks.

Index Terms— Coded caching, uncoded cache placement,
scalar linear function retrieval.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INFORMATION theoretic coded caching was originally
proposed by Maddah-Ali and Niesen (MAN) [2] for the

shared-link caching systems containing a server with a library
of N equal-length files, which is connected to K users through
a noiseless shared-link. Users can store up to M files in their
local cache. Two phases are included in a caching system.
Cache placement phase: content is pushed into each cache
without knowledge of future demands. Delivery phase: each
user demands one file and, according to the cache contents,
the server broadcasts coded packets to all the users. The
objective is to minimize the worst-case load, which is defined
as the number of transmitted bits, normalized by the file
length, needed to satisfy the all the users’ demands regardless
of the demands.

The MAN coded caching scheme proposed in [2] uses a
combinatorial design in the placement phase (referred to as
MAN uncoded cache placement), such that in the delivery
phase binary multicast messages (referred to as MAN multi-
cast messages) can simultaneously satisfy the users’ demands.
Under the constraint of uncoded cache placement (i.e., each
user directly caches a subset of the library bits), the MAN
scheme can achieve the minimum worst-case load among all
possible demands when N ≥ K [3]. Noting that, if there are
files demanded multiple times, some MAN multicast messages
can be obtained as a binary linear combination of other
MAN multicast messages, Yu, Maddah-Ali, and Avestimehr
(YMA) proposed an improved delivery scheme that achieves
the minimum worst-case load under the constraint of uncoded
cache placement for N < K [4]. The cost of uncoded cache
placement compared to coded cache placement is known to
be a multiplicative factor of at most two [5].

The MAN setting has been extended to numerous models,
such as Device-to-Device (D2D) caching systems [6], coded
caching with private demands [7]–[9], coded distributed com-
puting [10], and coded data shuffling [11]–[13] – just to name a
few. A common point of these models is that each user requests
one file; some allow for users to request (the equivalent of)
multiple files [10]–[15] which however does not substantially
change the nature of the problem. In general, linear and
multivariate polynomial operations are widely used in funda-
mental primitives for building the complex queries that support
on-line analytics and data mining procedures. For example,
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linear operations are critical in modern deep learning and
artificial intelligence algorithms1, while algebraic polynomial
queries naturally arise in engineering problems such as those
described by differential equations and distributed machine
learning algorithms [16], [17]. In those scenarios, it may be too
resource-consuming (in terms of bandwidth, or execution time,
or storage space) to download locally all the input variables
in order to compute the desired output value. Instead, it is
desirable to directly download the result of the desired output
function. This article studies the fundamental tradeoff between
local storage and network load when users are interested in
retrieving a function of the dataset available at the server. As
the general function retrieval is a formidable difficult problem,
this work considers the natural first generalization step: from
single file retrieval to retrieving a general scalar linear function
of the files.

The question we ask in this article is, compared to the
original MAN caching problem, whether the optimal worst-
case load is increased when the users are allowed to request
scalar linear functions of the files. The original MAN caching
problem in [2], where each user requests one file, is thus a
special case of our cache-aided scalar linear function retrieval
problem. In addition to the novel problem formulation, our
main results are as follows.

1) Achievable Cache-Aided Function Retrieval Scheme: We
propose a novel caching scheme to deliver scalar linear
functions on an arbitrary finite field. To the best of our
knowledge, even for the original MAN caching problem,
no caching scheme is known to operate on an arbitrary
field which achieves the same load as the YMA scheme.
Compared to the YMA scheme, we use different encod-
ing and decoding procedures for the multicast messages.
On the observation that the YMA scheme fails on
fields with characteristics strictly larger than two, we
propose an encoding based on a finite field interference
alignment idea and a decoding that needs both the sum
and multiplication operations, while the YMA scheme
is only defined on the binary field and thus uses only
sum/XOR operations. Interestingly, the achieved load
by the proposed scheme only depends on the number
of linearly independent functions that are demanded,
akin to the YMA’s single-file retrieval scheme where
the load depends on the number of distinct file requests.
Surprisingly, we show that the load of our scheme is the

1One of the simplest examples is as follows. Assume that one node k aims to
perform a linear regression learning task. In this case, the goal of node k is to
minimize 1

2
�Axk −yk�2

2 over all xk ∈ R, where the matrix A is the entire
dataset and is distributed over the nodes, and yk is the observation. Then, at
the time slot t + 1, node k will compute xt+1

k = xt
k − ηAT (Axt

k − yk)
where η is the learning rate. In order to perform this computation task, it can
be done into two steps. The first step is to compute zt

k = Axt
k −yk and the

second step is to compute xt+1
k = xt

k − ηAT zt
k . It can be seen that both

steps involve different linear combinations of the entire data set and can be
computed using the proposed approach. In addition, assume that another node
j aims to compute the dominate eigenvector of the dataset A. One popular
approach is to use the power iteration algorithm. In this algorithm, at time slot
t, it needs to compute vt+1

j = Avt
j/�Avt

j�, where vt
j is the estimate of the

dominant eigenvector of A in time slot t. It can be seen that this computation
task at each time slot is also a linear operation, which can be performed using
the proposed scheme.

same as the YMA load, when logarithms are taken with
base equal to the size of the field.
Finally, when the field is binary, the encoding procedure
of our scheme reduces to the one of the YMA scheme.
Following the decoding step of the YMA scheme, we
provide an alternate and much simpler decodability
proof for our proposed scheme compared to the one for
the general case.

2) Optimality: On observation that the converse bound
for the original MAN caching problem in [3], [4] is
also a converse in the considered cache-aided function
retrieval problem, we conclude that the proposed scheme
achieves the optimal worst-case load under the constraint
of uncoded cache placement and is order optimal to
within a factor of two in general. From the results in
this article, we can answer the question we asked at the
beginning of this article: the optimal worst-case load
under the constraint of uncoded cache placement is not
increased when the users are allowed to request scalar
linear functions of the files.

3) Extensions: A number of extensions of our problem
formulation are possible.

• As only associativity and commutativity are
required to prove the correctness of our proposed
decoding procedure, we conclude that the pro-
posed caching scheme works not only on arbi-
trary finite field, but also on any commutative ring
(i.e., a ring in which the multiplication operation is
commutative).

• Under the constraint of uncoded cache placement
and that the subfile partition is symmetric across
files (see Definition 1), we can show that the
proposed caching scheme achieves the minimum
average load over i.i.d. uniform demand distribution
and over all possible demanded functions.

• We then show how to extend the key idea of
this article to scenarios including demand-private
retrieval or device-to-device networks.

• Finally, we note that any low subpacketization level
scheme for the MAN problem works for scalar
linear function retrieval as well if it has the fol-
lowing characteristics: (i) uses uncoded placement
and whose subfile partition is symmetric across
files (see Definition 1) and (ii) treats the demand
of each user as an independent file. For example,
this class of schemes includes schemes based on
a grouping strategy, such as [18]–[20], schemes
based on Placement Delivery Array (PDA), such
as [21]–[23], and some other combinatorial designs,
such as [24]–[27].

A. Paper Organization

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II for-
mulates the cache-aided scalar function retrieval problem and
introduces some related results in the literature. Section III dis-
cusses the main results in this article. Section IV describes the
proposed achievable caching scheme. Section V concludes this
article. Some of the proofs can be found in the Appendices.
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B. Notation Convention

Calligraphic symbols denote sets, bold symbols denote
vectors, and sans-serif symbols denote system parameters. We
use | · | to represent the cardinality of a set or the length of
a vector; [a : b] := {a, a+ 1, . . . , b} and [n] := [1 : n]; ⊕
represents bit-wise XOR; E[·] represents the expectation value
of a random variable; a! = a × (a − 1) × . . . × 1 represents
the factorial of a; Fq represents a finite field with order q,
where q = pn is a prime-power and the prime p is called
the characteristic of this field; rankq(A) represents the rank
of matrix A on field Fq; det(A) represents the determinant of
matrix A; AS,V represents the sub-matrix of A by selecting
from A, the rows with indices in S and the columns with
indices in V . We let

�
x
y

�
= 0 if x < 0 or y < 0 or x < y. In

this article, for each set of integers S, we sort the elements in
S in an increasing order and denote the ith smallest element
by S(i), i.e., S(1) < . . . < S(|S|).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND RELATED RESULTS

A. System Model

A (K,N, q) shared-link cache-aided scalar linear function
retrieval problem is defined as follows. A central server
can access a library of N files. The files are denoted by
W1, . . . ,WN. Each file has F independent and uniformly
distributed symbols over a finite field Fq, for some prime-
power q. As in [2], we assume that F is sufficiently large such
that any subpacketization of the files is possible. The central
server is connected to K users through an error-free shared-
link. Each user is equipped with a cache that can store up to
MF symbols, where M ∈ [0,N].

The system operates in two phases.
Cache Placement Phase. During the cache placement phase,

each user stores information about the files in its local cache
without knowledge of future users’ demands, that is, there
exist placement functions φk, k ∈ [K], such that

φk : [Fq]FN → [Fq]FM, (1)

where M denotes the cache or memory size. We denote
the content in the cache of user k ∈ [K] by Zk =
φk(W1, . . . ,WN).

Delivery Phase. During the delivery phase, each user
requests one scalar linear function of the files. The demand
of user k ∈ [K] is represented by the row vector yk =
(yk,1, . . . , yk,N) ∈ [Fq]N, which means that user k wants to
retrieve the element-wise linear combination yk,1W1 + . . . +
yk,NWN. We denote the demand matrix of all users by

D = [y1; . . . ;yK] ∈ [Fq]K×N. (2)

The demand matrix D is known to the server and all users. In
addition, for each set S ⊆ [K], we denote the demand matrix
of the users in S by DS := DS,[N].

Given the demand matrix D, the server broadcasts the
message X = ψ(D,W1, . . . ,WN) to each user k ∈ [K], where
the encoding function ψ is such that

ψ : [Fq]K×N × [Fq]FN → [Fq]FR, (3)

for some non-negative R referred to as load.

Decoding. Each user k ∈ [K] decodes its desired function
from (D, Zk, X). In other words, there exist decoding func-
tions ξk, k ∈ [K], such that

ξk : [Fq]K×N × [Fq]FM × [Fq]FR → [Fq]F, (4)

ξk(D, Zk, X) = yk,1W1 + . . .+ yk,NWN. (5)

Objective. For a given cache size M ∈ [0,N], the objective
is to determine the minimum worst-case load among all
possible demands, defined as the smallest R such that there
exist placement functions φk, k ∈ [K], encoding function ψ,
and decoding functions ξk, k ∈ [K], satisfying all the above
constraints. The optimal load is denoted by R�.

If each user directly copies some symbols of the files into
its cache, the cache placement is said to be uncoded. The
minimum worst-case load under the constraint of uncoded
cache placement is denoted by R�

u .

B. Review of the MAN [2] and YMA [4] Schemes

In the following, we review the MAN and YMA coded
caching schemes for the shared-link caching problem where
each user requests one file. These schemes operate on the
binary field F2.

1) MAN Scheme: File Split. Let t ∈ [0 : K]. Partition each
file into

�
K
t

�
equal-length subfiles denoted by

Wi = {Wi,T : T ⊆ [K], |T | = t}, i ∈ [N]. (6)

Placement Phase: User k ∈ [K] caches Wi,T , i ∈ [N], if
k ∈ T . Hence, each user caches N

�
K−1
t−1

�
subfiles, each of

which contains F

(K
t)

symbols, which requires

M = N

�
K − 1
t− 1

�
/

�
K

t

�
= N

t

K
. (7)

Delivery Phase: User k ∈ [K] requests the file with index
dk ∈ [N]. The server then broadcasts the following MAN
multicast messages: for each S ⊆ [K] where |S| = t + 1,
the server sends

XS = ⊕
k∈S

Wdk,S\{k}. (8)

The server thus sends
�

K
t+1

�
packets of F

(K
t)

symbols, which

requires

R =
�

K

t+ 1

�
/

�
K

t

�
=

K − t

1 + t
. (9)

Decoding: The multicast message XS in (8) is useful to
each user k ∈ S, since this user caches all subfiles contained
in XS except for the desired subfile Wdk,S\{k}. Considering
all multicast messages, each user can recover all uncached
subfiles and thus recover its demanded file.

Load: The achieved memory-load tradeoff of the MAN
scheme is the lower convex envelop of the following points

(M,R) =
�

Nt

K
,
K − t

1 + t

�
, ∀t ∈ [0 : K]. (10)

2) YMA Scheme: File splitting and cache placement are
as for the MAN scheme.
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Delivery Phase: The main idea of the YMA delivery is that,
when a file is demanded by multiple users, some MAN multi-
cast messages in (8) can be obtained as a linear combination of
others. Thus the load of the MAN scheme in (9) can be further
reduced by removing the redundant MAN multicast messages.
More precisely, for each demanded file, randomly choose one
user among all users demanding this file and designate it as
the “leader user” for this file. Let D := ∪k∈[K]{dk} be the
set of all distinct files that are demanded, and L be the set
of |D| leader users. The server only sends those multicast
message XS in (8) that are useful for the leader users, that is,
if S ∩ L 
= ∅, thus saving

�
K−|D|

t+1

�
transmissions.

Decoding: Clearly, all leaders users can decode their
demanded files as per the MAN scheme. The non-leader
users appear to miss the multicast messages XA for each
A ⊆ [K] where A ∩ L = ∅ and |A| = t + 1. It was proved
in [4, Lemma 1] that for any such fixed A, we have

⊕
F∈FB

XB\F = 0, (11)

where B = A∪L. FB is the family of subsets F ⊆ B, where
|F| = |D| and each file in D is requested by exactly one
user in F . The key observation is that in ⊕

F∈FB
XB\F each

involved subfile appears exactly twice (i.e., contained in two
MAN multicast messages)2, whose contribution on F2 is thus
zero. From (11), we have

XA = ⊕
F∈FB:F�=L

XB\F , (12)

thus the multicast message XA can be recovered by all users
from the delivery phase.

Load: The YMA scheme requires the load of

R(D) =

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−|D|

t+1

��
K
t

� , (13)

if the set of the demanded files is D. The worst-case load is
attained for |D| = min(N,K), thus the achieved memory-load
tradeoff of the YMA scheme is the lower convex envelop of
the following points

(M,R) =

�
Nt

K
,

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−min(N,K)

t+1

��
K
t

� �
, ∀t ∈ [0 : K].

(14)

III. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we summarize the main results in this article
and provide some discussion.

A. Achievability

The main result of this article is as follows.
Theorem 1 (Achievability): For the (K,N, q) shared-link

cache-aided scalar linear function retrieval problem, the YMA

2 In this article, A ‘appears’ in a linear combination means that in the linear
combination, there exists some term in the linear combination including A.
A linear combination ‘contains’ B means that in the linear combination, the
coefficient multiplying B is not 0. For example, we say A appears in the
linear combination (A⊕B)⊕ (A⊕C), but the linear combination does not
contain A.

load in (14) is an achievable worst-case load. More precisely,
for cache size M = Nt

K , with t ∈ [0 : K], and for demand
matrix D, the load

R(D) :=

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−rankq(D)

t+1

��
K
t

� (15)

is achievable. The worst-case load is attained by rankq(D) =
min(N,K). �

Remark 1 (Dependance on the Rank of the Demand
Matrix): The load in (15) is a generalization of the load in (13)
achieved by the YMA scheme. More precisely, if each user
k ∈ [K] requests one file (i.e., yk ∈ [0 : 1]N with a unit norm),
rankq(D) is exactly the number of demanded files, and thus
the proposed scheme achieves the load in (13) as the YMA
scheme. Interestingly, the load of the proposed scheme only
depends on the rank of the demand matrix instead of on the
specifically demanded functions. �

Remark 2 (High-Level Ideas for Theorem 1 and Its Com-
parison to the YMA Scheme): We partition the “symbol
positions” set [F] as follows

[F] = ∪
T ⊆[K]:|T |=t

IT such that |IT | = F/

�
K

t

�
. (16)

Then, with a Matlab-inspired notation, we let

Wi,T = Wi(IT ), ∀T ⊆ [K] : |T | = t, ∀i ∈ [N], (17)

representing the ordered set of symbols of Wi whose position
is in IT . As in the MAN placement, user k ∈ [K] caches
Wi,T if k ∈ T for all i ∈ [N]. By doing so, any scalar linear
function is naturally partitioned into “blocks” as follows

yk,1W1 + . . .+ yk,NWN

= { yk,1W1(IT ) + . . .+ yk,NWN(IT )� 	
 �
:= Bk,T is the T -th block of the k-th demanded function

: T ⊆ [K], |T | = t}.

(18)

Some blocks of the demanded functions can thus be computed
based on the cache content available at each user while the
remaining ones need to be delivered by the server. With this
specific file split (and corresponding MAN cache placement),
we operate the MAN delivery scheme over the blocks instead
of over the subfiles; more precisely, instead of (8) we transmit

XS =
�
k∈S

αS,kBk,S\{k}, ∀S ⊆ [K] : |S| = t+ 1, (19)

for some non-zero encoding coefficient αS,k ∈ Fq in (19).
Clearly, this scheme achieves the same load as in (9) and

works on any finite field.
The question is whether we can do something similar to the

YMA scheme with (19). More specifically, we seek answers
to the following questions.

1) What is a suitable definition of the leader user set L?
2) What is a suitable choice of the encoding coefficients

αS,k for all S ⊆ [K], |S| = t+ 1, and k ∈ S in (19)?
3) Assuming we only send the multicast messages that are

useful for the leaders (i.e., XS where S ⊆ [K], |S| =
t+ 1, and S ∩ L 
= ∅), what is the counterpart of (12)?
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Here, for each A ⊆ [K] where |A| = t+1 and A∩L = ∅,
we seek

XA =
�

S⊆[K]:|S|=t+1,S∩L�=∅
βA,SXS , (20)

for some decoding coefficient βA,S ∈ Fq in (20).

The novelty of our scheme lays in the answers to these
questions as follows.

1) We first choose rankq(D) leaders whose demand vectors
are linearly independent, and denote the set of leader
users by L. By construction, the demand sub-matrix of
the leader users is full-rank.

2) One can see that if the encoding coefficients in (19) are
taken be equal to 1, as in the YMA scheme, and only
the multicast messages useful for at least one leader are
sent, as in the YMA scheme, then it is not possible to
reconstruct the multicast messages useful for non-leaders
only whenever the characteristic of the field is strictly
larger than two–see Remark 4.
Instead, for any prime-power q, we propose to sepa-
rate the blocks demanded by the leaders from those
demanded by non-leaders in (19) as

XS =
�

k1∈S∩L
αS,k1Bk1,S\{k1}

+
�

k2∈S\L
αS,k2Bk2,S\{k2}. (21)

We then propose to alternate the encoding coefficients of
the desired blocks by the leaders (i.e., users in S ∩ L)
between +1 and −1, i.e., the encoding coefficient of
the desired block of the first leader is +1, the encoding
coefficient of the desired block of the second leader is
−1, the encoding coefficient of the desired block of the
third leader is +1, etc. Similarly, we propose to alternate
the encoding coefficients of the desired blocks by the
non-leaders (i.e., users in S \ L) between +1 and −1.3

3) With the above encoding coefficients, we compute the
decoding coefficients by equating (21) to (20) for every
A ⊆ [K] where |A| = t+1 and A∩L = ∅; the solution
is given in (57b). With this, each user can recover all
multicast messages, sent or not, and thus it can recover
its desired function.

4) For q = 2 we have −1 = 1 (i.e., the choice of the
encoding coefficients is exactly the same as the YMA
scheme). In this case, following the decoding step of
the YMA scheme that only uses sum/XOR operations
(reviewed in Section II-B), we propose an alternate and
much simpler decodability proof than the one for the
general q. Note that for the case q = 2n where n > 1,
even if the choice of the encoding coefficients is exactly
the same as the YMA scheme4, the YMA scheme fails as

3 This type of code was originally proposed for the private function retrieval
problem [28], where there is a memory-less user aiming to retrieve a scalar
linear function of the files in the library from multiple servers (each server
can access the whole library), while preserving the demand of this user from
each server.

4 If the characteristic of a field is 2, for each element on this field (denoted
by a), we have a + a = 0. Hence, +1 and −1 are both equal to 1.

in this case multiplication operations are needed during
the decoding step–See Remark 5. �

B. Optimality

As the setting where each user demands one file is a special
case of the considered cache-aided scalar linear function
retrieval problem, each of the converse bounds in [3]–[5]
for the original shared-link coded caching problem is also a
converse in our considered problem, thus we immediately have
the following optimality guarantees.

Theorem 2 (Optimality): For the (K,N, q) shared-link
cache-aided scalar linear function retrieval problem, under
the constraint of uncoded cache placement, the optimal
worst-case load-memory tradeoff is the lower convex envelop
of

(M,R�
u) =

�
Nt

K
,

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−min{K,N}

t+1

��
K
t

� �
, ∀t ∈ [0 : K].

(22)

Moreover, the achieved worst-case load in (22) is optimal to
within a factor of two in general.

�

C. Extensions

We discuss here the extensions of the proposed caching
scheme in Theorem 1.

1) Extension to Commutative Rings and Monomial
Retrieval: As only associativity and commutativity are
required to prove the correctness of the decoding procedure
for the scheme in Theorem 1, we conclude that our scheme
works on any commutative ring as well. With this observation,
we can further extend the scope of this work so as to include
monomial retrieval in the spirit of [29]. The idea is that
one can define a discrete logarithm that maps each non-zero
element on the finite field Fq to a distinct element on the
integral domain Zq−1. Thus, except for a special treatment
that one has to reserve to the case where one of the factors
in the monomial is zero, we can use our proposed scheme on
the integral domain Zq−1.

2) Optimal Average Load Under Uncoded and Symmetric
Cache Placement: We define uncoded and symmetric cache
placement as follows, as a generalization of (16)-(17).

Definition 1 (Uncoded and Symmetric Cache Placement):
We partition the symbol positions set into disjoint index sets,

[F] = ∪
T ⊆[K]

IT , (23)

where IT can be empty for some T ⊆ [K]. We then let Wi,T =
Wi(IT ) for all T ⊆ [K] and i ∈ [N] as in (17). Each user
k ∈ [K] caches Wi,T if k ∈ T for all i ∈ [N]. �

In the delivery phase, user k ∈ [K] needs to recover
Bk,T (defined in (18)) for all T ⊆ [K] \ {k}. By directly
using [5, Lemma 2] in the caching converse bound under
uncoded cache placement in [3], [4], we can prove that the
proposed caching scheme in Theorem 1 achieves the optimal
average load over i.i.d. uniform demand distribution under the
constraint of uncoded and symmetric cache placement.
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Corollary 1 (Optimal Average Load Under Uncoded and
Symmetric Cache Placement): For the (K,N, q) shared-link
cache-aided scalar linear function retrieval problem, under the
constraint of uncoded and symmetric cache placement, the
optimal average load over i.i.d. uniform demand distribution
is the lower convex envelop of

(M,R) =

�
Nt

K
,ED

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−rankq(D)

t+1

��
K
t

� ��
, ∀t ∈ [0 : K].

(24)

Note that an uncoded and asymmetric cache placement can
be treated as a special case of the inter-file coded cache
placement in the original MAN caching problem. It is part
of on-going work to derive a converse bound under the
constraint of uncoded cache placement (i.e., without constraint
of symmetric cache placement) for the considered cache-aided
function retrieval problem.

3) Device-to-Device (D2D) Cache-Aided Scalar Linear
Function Retrieval: Coded caching was originally used in
Device-to-Device networks in [6], where in the delivery phase
each user broadcasts packets, which are functions of its cached
content and the users’ demands, to all other users. The authors
in [30] extended the YMA scheme to D2D networks by
dividing the D2D networks into K shared-link networks, and
used the YMA scheme in each shared-link network. Hence,
when users request scalar linear functions, we can use the
method in [30] to divide the D2D networks into K shared-
link networks, and then use the proposed caching scheme in
Theorem 1 in each shared-link network.

Corollary 2 (D2D Cache-Aided Scalar Linear Function
Retrieval): For the (K,N, q) D2D cache-aided scalar linear
function retrieval problem, the lower convex envelop of the
following points is achievable

(M,R) =

�
Nt

K
,max

D

�
K−1

t

�
− 1

K

�
k∈[K]

�K−1−rankq(D[K]\{k})
t

��
K−1
t−1

� �
,

(25)

for all t ∈ [K].
4) Cache-Aided Private Scalar Linear Function Retrieval:

For successful decoding in the proposed scheme in Theorem 1,
users need to be aware of the demands of other users, which
is not private. To preserve the privacy of the demand of a user
against the other users, one can design schemes that include
virtual users as in [7], [8]. In the proposed scheme in [8],
each possible demanded function (the total number of possible
demanded functions is N� := qN−1

q−1 ) is demanded exactly K
times. Thus there are totally N�K real or virtual users in the
system. Then the proposed scheme in Theorem 1 can be used
to satisfy the demands of all real or virtual users. As each
user cannot distinguish other real users from virtual users,
the resulting scheme does not leak any information on the
demands of real users.

Corollary 3 (Cache-Aided Private Scalar Linear Function
Retrieval): For the (K,N, q) shared-link cache-aided private
scalar linear function retrieval problem, the lower convex

envelop of the following points is achievable

(M,R) =

�
t

N�K
N,

�
N�K
t+1

�
−
�
N�K−N

t+1

��
N�K

t

� �
, ∀t ∈ [N�K]. (26)

Remark 3: Very recently, the authors in [31] found an
important application of our proposed cache-aided linear func-
tion retrieval scheme in the setting where the privacy of each
user’s demand against the other users must be preserved. The
key idea in [31] is as follows. In the placement phase, besides
the content which users should cache in the MAN cache
placement, users also cache some random linear combinations
of the files that are not cached in the MAN scheme, which
act as a privacy key. In the delivery phase, the server delivers
multicast messages as if the demands are linear combinations
of the files, where the linear combination for a user is
determined by its privacy key and its demand. Compared to
existing private caching schemes based on virtual users, the
scheme in [31] achieves a similar load while reducing the
subpacketization level from 2NKH(M/N) to 2KH(M/N), where
H(p) = −p log2(p)− (1−p) log2(1−p) is the binary entropy
function. This reduction is an exponential improvement on the
subpacketization level. �

5) Reduction on the Subpacketization Level: In practical
scenarios, the high subpacketization level of any scheme based
on the MAN placement, which increases exponentially with
the number of users K, is problematic. Low subpacketization
level schemes for the MAN problem have been extensively
studied in the literature. Here we remark that any low subpack-
etization level scheme for the MAN problem, which (i) uses
uncoded and symmetric cache placement and (ii) treats the
demand of each user as an independent file, works for scalar
linear function retrieval as well – for example, schemes based
on grouping strategy, such as [18]–[20], schemes based on
Placement Delivery Array (PDA), such as [21]–[23], and some
other combinatorial designs such as [24]–[27]. Similarly to the
scheme achieving the MAN load introduced in this article,
the solution for the delivery phase is to treat each demanded
linear function as an independent file and partition each linear
function into blocks, which are treated as subfiles in the
original problem.

IV. ACHIEVABLE SCHEME IN THEOREM 1 FOR GENERAL

PRIME-POWER q

In the following, we describe the proposed cache-aided
function retrieval scheme in Theorem 1 where the users’
demands are scalar linear functions on arbitrary finite field.
All the operations in the proposed scheme are on the same
finite field. First, we give an example to illustrate the main
ideas of the proposed scheme. Next, we present the general
cache-aided function retrieval scheme for any prime-power q.
Finally, for the case q = 2, where the proposed scheme reduces
to the YMA scheme, we give an alternate decodability proof
that is simpler than the one for the general case.

A. Example K = 4,N = 2, t = 1

Consider the (K,N, q) = (4, 2, q) shared-link cache-aided
scalar linear function retrieval problem, where q is a prime-
power. We consider t = KM/N = 1, that is, M = 1/2. Each
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file is partitioned into
�
K
t

�
= 4 equal-length subfiles. We use

the file split in (16)-(17), resulting in the demand split in (18).
In the delivery phase, we assume that

user 1 demands W1;

user 2 demands W2;

user 4 demands y3,1 W1 + y3,2 W2;

user 5 demands y4,1 W1 + y4,2 W2;

i.e., the demand matrix is

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0
0 1
y3,1 y3,2

y4,1 y4,2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ [Fq]4×2. (27)

We choose the set of leaders L = [2], since
rankq(D[2]) = 2. Each user k ∈ [4] should recover each block
Bk,T = yk,1 W1,T + yk,2 W2,T after the delivery phase,
where T ∈ [4] \ {k} and |T | = 1. Note that y1,1 = y2,2 = 1
and y1,2 = y2,1 = 0.

Encoding. For each set S ⊆ [K] where |S| = t+1 = 2, the
multicast messages in (19) are

X{1,2} = α{1,2},1 B1,{2} + α{1,2},2 B2,{1}, (all leaders);
(28a)

X{1,3} = α{1,3},1 B1,{3} + α{1,3},3 B3,{1}, (mixed);
(28b)

X{1,4} = α{1,4},1 B1,{4} + α{1,4},4 B4,{1}, (mixed);
(28c)

X{2,3} = α{2,3},2 B2,{3} + α{2,3},3 B3,{2}, (mixed);
(28d)

X{2,4} = α{2,4},2 B2,{4} + α{2,4},4 B4,{2}, (mixed);
(28e)

X{3,4}=α{3,4},3 B3,{4}+α{3,4},4 B4,{3}, (all non-leaders).

(28f)

Hence, there are (t + 1)
�

K
t+1

�
= 12 non-zero encoding

coefficients in (28). Our objective is to express X{3,4} as a
linear combination of the other multicast messages, so that we
only need to transmit

�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−|L|
t+1

�
= 5 multicast messages.

In other words, we aim to find 5 decoding coefficients such
that

X{3,4} = β{3,4},{1,2} X{1,2} + β{3,4},{1,3} X{1,3}

+ β{3,4},{1,4} X{1,4} + β{3,4},{2,3} X{2,3}

+ β{3,4},{2,4} X{2,4} (29a)

= β{1,2} X{1,2} + β{1,3} X{1,3} + β{1,4} X{1,4}

+ β{2,3} X{2,3} + β{2,4} X{2,4}. (29b)

In this example, only X{3,4} must be reconstructed from the
other multicast messages, thus we simply the notation in the
rest of this example and use βS rather than βA,S .

We seek a solution for

α{3,4},3 (y3,1 W1,{4} + y3,2 W2,{4})
+ α{3,4},4 (y4,1 W1,{3} + y4,2 W2,{3}) (30a)

= β{1,2}
�
α{1,2},1 W1,{2} + α{1,2},2 W2,{1}

�
+ β{1,3}

�
α{1,3},1W1,{3}+α{1,3},3(y3,1W1,{1} + y3,2W2,{1})

�
+β{1,4}

�
α{1,4},1W1,{4}+α{1,4},4(y4,1W1,{1} + y4,2W2,{1})

�
+β{2,3}

�
α{2,3},2W2,{3}+α{2,3},3(y3,1W1,{2} + y3,2W2,{2})

�
+β{2,4}

�
α{2,4},2W2,{4}+α{2,4},4(y4,1W1,{2}+y4,2W2,{2})

�
.

(30b)

We proceed to equate the coefficients on the left and on
the right hand side of (30). We start with the easy equations,
namely

for W1,{3} : y4,1 α{3,4},4 = β{1,3} α{1,3},1

⇐⇒ β{1,3} = y4,1

α{3,4},4

α{1,3},1
, (31a)

for W1,{4} : y3,1 α{3,4},3 = β{1,4} α{1,4},1

⇐⇒ β{1,4} = y3,1

α{3,4},3

α{1,4},1
, (31b)

for W2,{3} : y4,2 α{3,4},4 = β{2,3} α{2,3},2

⇐⇒ β{2,3} = y4,2

α{3,4},4

α{2,3},2
, (31c)

for W2,{4} : y3,2 α{3,4},3 = β{2,4} α{2,4},2

⇐⇒ β{2,4} = y3,2

α{3,4},3

α{2,4},2
. (31d)

Then we move to the following equations

for W1,{1} : 0 = y3,1 β{1,3} α{1,3},3 + y4,1 β{1,4} α{1,4},4

(31a)(31b)⇐⇒
α{3,4},4 α{1,3},3

α{1,3},1
+
α{3,4},3 α{1,4},4

α{1,4},1
= 0,

(32a)

for W2,{2} : 0 = y3,2 β{2,3} α{2,3},3 + y4,2 β{2,4} α{2,4},4

(31c)(31d)⇐⇒
α{3,4},4 α{2,3},3

α{2,3},2
+
α{3,4},3 α{2,4},4

α{2,4},2
= 0,

(32b)

which imply the following alignment condition (note the
minus sign!)

−
α{3,4},4

α{3,4},3
=
α{1,4},4

α{1,4},1

α{1,3},1

α{1,3},3
=
α{2,4},4

α{2,4},2

α{2,3},2

α{2,3},3
. (33)

Finally, with the condition in (33) and the previously deter-
mined decoding coefficients, we get

for W2,{1} :
− β{1,2} α{1,2},2=y3,2 β{1,3} α{1,3},3 + y4,2 β{1,4} α{1,4},4

= (−y4,1 y3,2 + y3,1 y4,2)
α{3,4},3 α{1,4},4

α{1,4},1
, (34a)

for W1,{2} :
− β{1,2} α{1,2},1=y3,1 β{2,3} α{2,3},3 + y4,1 β{2,4} α{2,4},4

= (−y4,1 y3,2 + y3,1 y4,2)
α{3,4},4 α{2,3},3

α{2,3},2
, (34b)

which imply another alignment condition
α{3,4},4

α{3,4},3
=
α{2,3},2 α{1,4},4 α{1,2},1

α{2,3},3 α{1,4},1 α{1,2},2
. (35)

To satisfy the constraints in (31)-(35), we choose the fol-
lowing solution. In each XS where S ⊆ [4] and |S| = 2,
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we first alternate the encoding coefficients (either 1 or −1) of
the desired blocks of the leaders in S, and then alternate the
encoding coefficients (either 1 or −1) of the desired blocks of
the non-leaders in S. With this, the multicast messages are

X{1,2} = B1,{2} −B2,{1}; (36a)

X{1,3} = B1,{3} +B3,{1}; (36b)

X{1,4} = B1,{4} +B4,{1}; (36c)

X{2,3} = B2,{3} +B3,{2}; (36d)

X{2,4} = B2,{4} +B4,{2}; (36e)

X{3,4} = B3,{4} −B4,{3}. (36f)

With the above choice on the encoding coefficients, we
can check that all alignment conditions are satisfied with the
decoding coefficients,

β{1,2} = y3,1 y4,2 − y4,1 y3,2 = det([y3,1, y3,2; y4,1, y4,2]);
(37a)

β{1,3} = −y4,1 = −det([y4,1]); (37b)

β{1,4} = y3,1 = det([y3,1]); (37c)

β{2,3} = −y4,2 = −det([y4,2]); (37d)

β{2,4} = y3,2 = det([y3,2]). (37e)

Delivery. The server broadcasts XS for each S ⊆ [4] where
|S| = 2 and S ∩ [2] 
= ∅. In other words, the server broadcasts
all the multicast messages in (36) except for X{3,4}.

Decoding. As shown in (29b), each user can recover all
multicast messages in (36), such that it can then recover its
demanded function.

Performance. In total we transmit 5 multicast messages,
each of which contains 1

4 of the file symbols. Hence, the
transmitted load is 5

4 , which coincides with the optimal worst-
case load in Theorem 2.

Remark 4: In this example, the key novelty of the proposed
scheme is to determine the encoding coefficients. The solution
is that in each multicast message we alternate the signs
(either 1 or −1) of the encoding coefficients for the desired
blocks by the leaders and by the non-leaders, respectively.
However, in the YMA scheme all the encoding coefficients are
set to 1. In the following, we show that for an arbitrary field
Fq of characteristic larger than 2, if we choose the encoding
coefficients as the YMA scheme, the resulting scheme is not
decodable.

In the above example, let [y3,1, y3,2] = [1, 1] and
[y4,1, y4,2] = [1, 0]. In the delivery phase, with the set of
leaders L = [2], we generate the multicast messages as for
the YMA scheme

X{1,2} = W1,{2} +W2,{1}; (38a)

X{1,3} = W1,{3} + (W1,{1} +W2,{1}); (38b)

X{1,4} = W1,{4} +W1,{1}; (38c)

X{2,3} = W2,{3} + (W1,{2} +W2,{2}); (38d)

X{2,4} = W2,{4} +W1,{2}. (38e)

Let us then focus on user 3 who desires W1 + W2. From
its cache, user 3 can recover the block W1,{3} +W2,{3}; from
X{1,3}, user 3 can recover the block W1,{1} + W2,{1}; from

X{2,3}, user 3 can recover the block W1,{2} +W2,{2}. Hence,
user 3 lacks the block W1,{4} + W2,{4}. If we assume that
user 3 can recover the block W1,{4} +W2,{4} from (38) and
its cache, we have (39), shown at the bottom of the next page,
where in (39b) we removed the cached content of user 3 in all
the multicast messages, and (39c) follows since the symbols
in the files are independent.

We define (a)b as a vector with length b where the elements
are all a. We first let

Wi,{j} = (0)F/4, ∀i ∈ [2], j ∈ {1, 2, 4}. (40)

With the above values of subfiles, in (39c) we have

X{1,2} = W1,{1} +W2,{1} = X{1,4} = W1,{2} +W2,{2}

= X{2,4} = (0)F/4. (41)

We also have

W1,{4} +W2,{4} = (0)F/4. (42)

We then let

W1,{1} = (1)F/4, W1,{2} = (1)F/4, W1,{4} = (−1)F/4,

(43a)

W2,{1} = (−1)F/4, W2,{2} = (−1)F/4, W2,{4} = (−1)F/4,

(43b)

With the values of subfiles in (43), we can see that (41) still
holds; however, we have

W1,{4} +W2,{4} = (−1 − 1)F/4, (44)

which is not the same as (42) if the characteristic of Fq is
larger than 2. As a result, we prove that the conditional entropy
in (39c) is not equal to 0, which contradicts the fact that we
assumed that user 3 could recover W1,{4} + W2,{4}. So we
proved that if we choose the encoding coefficients as the YMA
scheme, the resulting scheme is not decodable. �

B. General Description

We use the file split in (16)-(17), resulting in the demand
split in (18). The placement phase is as for the MAN scheme.
In the delivery phase, after the demand matrix D =

�
yk,n :

k ∈ [K], n ∈ [N]
�
∈ F

K×N
q is revealed, among the K users we

first choose rankq(D) leaders and we let L to be the set of the
leaders, that is

|L| = rankq(DL) = rankq(D). (45)

Without loss of generality, that is, up to a permutation of the
user indices, we can assume that L = [|L|]. This convention
greatly simplifies the notation in the following of this section.

From (45), we can express the demands of non-leaders
by the linear combinations of the demands of leaders. More
precisely, we define that

Bi := yi,1W1 + . . .+ yi,NWN, ∀i ∈ [|L|], (46)

and express the demand of each user k ∈ [K] as

yk,1W1 + . . .+ yk,NWN =
�
�∈L

xk,�B�. (47)
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For each k ∈ [K], we define the row vector

xk := [xk,1, . . . , xk,|L|]. (48)

Clearly, for each leader i ∈ [|L|], xi is an |L|-dimension unit
vector where the ith element is 1. The transformed demand
matrix D

� is defined as follows,

D
� = [x1,1, . . . , x1,|L|; . . . ;xK,1, . . . , xK,|L|]. (49)

In addition, for each i ∈ [K] and each T ⊆ [K] where
|T | = t, we define the block as in (18),

Bi,T := yi,1Wi,T + . . .+ yi,NWN,T . (50)

If one block in (50) is demanded by a leader (i.e., Bi,T where
i ∈ [|L|]), we also call it a leader block. From (47), for each
k ∈ [K] and each T ⊆ [K] where |T | = t, we can re-express
each block Bk,T as a linear combination of leader blocks,

Bk,T = yk,1W1,T + . . .+ yk,NWN,T (51a)

= xk,1B1,T + . . .+ xk,|L|B|L|,T . (51b)

Encoding. For each S ⊆ [K], we denote the set of leaders
in S by

LS := S ∩ L = S ∩ [|L|], (52)

and the set of non-leaders in S by

NS := S \ L = S \ [|L|]. (53)

Now we focus on each set S ⊆ [K] where |S| = t + 1,
and generate the multicast message (recall that as defined in
Section I-B, for any set V , V(i) represents the ith smallest
element in set V)

XS =
�

i∈[|LS |]
(−1)i−1BLS(i),S\{LS(i)}

+
�

j∈[|NS |]
(−1)j−1BNS (j),S\{NS (j)}. (54)

The construction of XS can be explained as follows.

• The encoding coefficient of each block in XS is either 1
or −1.

• We divide the blocks in XS into two groups, demanded
by leaders and non-leaders, respectively. We alternate the
sign (i.e., the coefficient 1 or −1) of each block demanded
by leaders, and alternate the sign of each block demanded
by non-leaders, respectively. We then sum the resulting
summations of these two groups.

Delivery. The server broadcasts XS for each S ⊆ [K] where
|S| = t+ 1 and S ∩ L 
= ∅.

Decoding. We consider each set A ⊆ [K] where |A| = t+1
and A ∩L = ∅.

We define that the non-leader index of non-leader A(i) is i,
where i ∈ [t+1]. For each S ⊆ A∪L, recall that NS defined
in (53) represents the set of non-leaders in S. By definition,
we have NS ⊆ A. In addition, with a slight abuse of notation
we denote the non-leader indices of non-leaders in A \ S by

IndS = {i ∈ [t+ 1] : A(i) /∈ S}. (55)

For example, if A = {4, 5, 6} and S = {1, 2, 5}, we have
IndS = {1, 3}.

For any set X , we define Tot(X ) as the sum of the elements
in X , i.e.,

Tot(X ) :=
�

i∈[|X |]
X (i); . (56)

For example, if X = {1, 3, 4, 5}, we have Tot(X ) = 1 + 3 +
4 + 5 = 13.

Recall that AS,V represents the sub-matrix of A by selecting
from A, the rows with indices in S and the columns with
indices in V . It will be proved in Appendix B (which is the
most technical part of this article) that

XA =
�

S⊆A∪L:|S|=t+1,S�=A
βA,SXS , (57a)

βA,S = (−1)1+Tot(IndS)det(D�
A\S,LS

). (57b)

In other words, each user k ∈ [K] can recover all messages
XS where S ⊆ [K] and |S| = t + 1. For each desired block
Bk,T , where T ⊆ ([K] \ {k}) and |T | = t, user k can recover
it in XT ∪{k}, because it knows all the other blocks in XT ∪{k}.
Hence, user k can recover xk,1B1 + . . . + xk,|L|B|L|, which
is identical to its demand.

Performance. In total, we transmit
�

K
t+1

�
−
�
K−rankq(D)

t+1

�
multicast messages, each of which contains F

(K
t)

symbols.

Hence, the transmitted load is�
K

t+1

�
−
�
K−rankq(D)

t+1

��
K
t

� . (58)

For the worst-case demands where rankq(D) is full-rank, we
have rankq(D) = min{K,N}, and we achieve the worst-case
load in (22).

C. Simplified Proof of Decodability for q = 2

When q = 2, inspired from the YMA scheme’s decoding
step reviewed in Section II-B, we can give an alternate decod-
ability proof for the proposed cache-aided function retrieval
scheme, which only needs sum/XOR operations and is thus
much simpler than the one for the general q in Appendix B.
We also start with an example.

Example 1: Consider the (K,N, q) = (6, 3, 2) shared-link
cache-aided scalar linear function retrieval problem, where

0 = H
�
W1,{4} +W2,{4}

��X{1,2}, X{1,3}, X{1,4}X{2,3}, X{2,4}, {Wi,{3} : i ∈ [2]}
�

(39a)

= H
�
W1,{4} +W2,{4}

��X{1,2},W1,{1} +W2,{1}, X{1,4},W1,{2} +W2,{2}, X{2,4}, {Wi,{3} : i ∈ [2]}
�

(39b)

= H
�
W1,{4} +W2,{4}

��X{1,2},W1,{1} +W2,{1}, X{1,4},W1,{2} +W2,{2}, X{2,4}
�
. (39c)
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t = KM/N = 2, that is, M = 1. In the cache placement, each
file is partitioned into

�
K
t

�
= 15 equal-length subfiles. We use

the file split in (16)-(17), resulting in the demand split in (18).
In the delivery phase, we assume that the demand matrix is

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 0
1 0 1
1 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (59)

On the observation that rank2(D) = 3, we choose 3 users as
leaders, where the demand matrix of these 3 leaders is also
full-rank. Here, we choose L = [3].

Encoding. For each set S ⊆ [K] where |S| = t+ 1 = 3, we
generate a multicast message with encoding coefficients equal
to 1 in (19). Hence, we have

X{1,2,3} = W1,{2,3} ⊕W2,{1,3} ⊕W3,{1,2}; (60a)

X{1,2,4} = W1,{2,4} ⊕W2,{1,4} ⊕ (W1,{1,2} ⊕W2,{1,2});
(60b)

X{1,2,5} = W1,{2,5} ⊕W2,{1,5} ⊕ (W1,{1,2} ⊕W3,{1,2});
(60c)

X{1,2,6} = W1,{2,6} ⊕W2,{1,6}

⊕ (W1,{1,2} ⊕W2,{1,2} ⊕W3,{1,2}); (60d)

X{1,3,4} = W1,{3,4} ⊕W3,{1,4} ⊕ (W1,{1,3} ⊕W2,{1,3});
(60e)

X{1,3,5} = W1,{3,5} ⊕W3,{1,5} ⊕ (W1,{1,3} ⊕W3,{1,3});
(60f)

X{1,3,6} = W1,{3,6} ⊕W3,{1,6}

⊕ (W1,{1,3} ⊕W2,{1,3} ⊕W3,{1,3}); (60g)

X{1,4,5} = W1,{4,5} ⊕ (W1,{1,5} ⊕W2,{1,5})
⊕ (W1,{1,4} ⊕W3,{1,4}); (60h)

X{1,4,6} = W1,{4,6} ⊕ (W1,{1,6} ⊕W2,{1,6})
⊕ (W1,{1,4} ⊕W2,{1,4} ⊕W3,{1,4}); (60i)

X{1,5,6} = W1,{5,6} ⊕ (W1,{1,6} ⊕W3,{1,6})
⊕ (W1,{1,5} ⊕W2,{1,5} ⊕W3,{1,5}); (60j)

X{2,3,4} = W2,{3,4} ⊕W3,{2,4} ⊕ (W1,{2,3} ⊕W2,{2,3});
(60k)

X{2,3,5} = W2,{3,5} ⊕W3,{2,5} ⊕ (W1,{2,3} ⊕W3,{2,3});
(60l)

X{2,3,6} = W2,{3,6} ⊕W3,{2,6}

⊕ (W1,{2,3} ⊕W2,{2,3} ⊕W3,{2,3}); (60m)

X{2,4,5} = W2,{4,5} ⊕ (W1,{2,5} ⊕W2,{2,5})
⊕ (W1,{2,4} ⊕W3,{2,4}); (60n)

X{2,4,6} = W2,{4,6} ⊕ (W1,{2,6} ⊕W2,{2,6})
⊕ (W1,{2,4} ⊕W2,{2,4} ⊕W3,{2,4}); (60o)

X{2,5,6} = W2,{5,6} ⊕ (W1,{2,6} ⊕W3,{2,6})
⊕ (W1,{2,5} ⊕W2,{2,5} ⊕W3,{2,5}); (60p)

X{3,4,5} = W3,{4,5} ⊕ (W1,{3,5} ⊕W2,{3,5})
⊕ (W1,{3,4} ⊕W3,{3,4}); (60q)

X{3,4,6} = W3,{4,6} ⊕ (W1,{3,6} ⊕W2,{3,6})
⊕ (W1,{3,4} ⊕W2,{3,4} ⊕W3,{3,4}); (60r)

X{3,5,6} = W3,{5,6} ⊕ (W1,{3,6} ⊕W3,{3,6})
⊕ (W1,{3,5} ⊕W2,{3,5} ⊕W3,{3,5}); (60s)

X{4,5,6} = (W1,{5,6} ⊕W2,{5,6}) ⊕ (W1,{4,6} ⊕W3,{4,6})
⊕ (W1,{4,5} ⊕W2,{4,5} ⊕W3,{4,5}). (60t)

Delivery. The server broadcasts XS for each S ⊆ [K] where
|S| = t + 1 = 3 and S ∩ L 
= ∅. In other words, the
server broadcasts all the multicast messages in (60) except
for X{4,5,6}.

Decoding. We show that the untransmitted multicast mes-
sage X{4,5,6} can be reconstructed by the transmitted multicast
messages. For each set of users B ⊆ [K], we define VB
as the family of subsets V ⊆ B, where |V| = |L| and
rank2(DV) = |L|. It can be seen that VB is the generalization
of FB defined in the YMA scheme described in Section II-B.
When B = L ∪ {4, 5, 6} = [6], we have

V[6]=
�
{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 5}, {1, 2, 6}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 6}, {1, 4, 5},
{1, 4, 6}, {1, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5},

{2, 4, 6}, {3, 4, 5}, {3, 5, 6}, {4, 5, 6}
�
. (61)

From the above definition, we focus on the following sum
of multicast messages

⊕
V∈V[6]

X[6]\V = 0, (62)

where (62) is because on the LHS of (62), among all subfiles
Wi,T where i ∈ [3], T ⊆ [6], and |T | = 2, the coefficient
of each of W2,{2,4}, W2,{2,6}, W2,{4,6}, W3,{3,5}, W3,{3,6},
W3,{5,6} is 0, W1,{2,3} appears 4 times and other subfiles
appear 2 times. Hence, the sum is equal to 0 on F2. Note
that in the YMA scheme, each subfile appears 2 times in the
sum ⊕

F∈FB
XB\F .

We can write (62) as

X{4,5,6} = ⊕
V∈V[6]:V�=L

X[6]\V . (63)

In other words, the untransmitted multicast message X{4,5,6}
can be reconstructed by the transmitted multicast messages.
Thus each user can recover all the multicast messages in (60),
and then recover its desired function.

Performance. In total we transmit
�

K
t+1

�
−
�
K−rank2(D)

t+1

�
=�

6
3

�
−
�
3
3

�
= 19 multicast messages, each of which contains F

20
bits. Hence, the transmitted load is 19

20 , which coincides with
the optimal worst-case load in Theorem 2. �

Remark 5: In Example 1, if we change the finite field from
F2 to F4, and consider the demands of users y1 = (1, 0, 0),
y2 = (0, 1, 0), y3 = (0, 0, 1), y4 = (1, 2, 0), y5 = (1, 0, 1),
and y6 = (1, 2, 1). The encoding coefficients are still equal
to 1, because we also have +1 = −1 = 1 on F4. However,
the YMA decoding procedure cannot work. More precisely, in
this case V[6] is the same as (61). If we take the sum in (62)
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following the YMA decoding procedure, some subfiles such
as W2,{1,3} appear twice in (62), where X1,2,3 = W1,{2,3} +
W2,{1,3} + W3,{1,2} and X1,3,6 = W1,{3,6} + W3,{1,6} +
(W1,{1,3} + 2W2,{1,3} + W3,{1,3}); thus the coefficient of
W2,{1,3} in (62) is 3, not 0 on F4. In this case, multiplication
operations are needed during the decoding step. �

For the binary field F2, we are now ready to generalize the
decodability proof in the above example. Recall that in the
delivery phase, among the K users we first choose rank2(D)
leaders, where

|L| = rank2(DL) = rank2(D). (64)

For each set S ⊆ [K] where |S| = t + 1, we generate the
multicast messages

XS = ⊕
k∈S

Bk,S\{k}, ∀S ⊆ [K] : |S| = t+ 1, (65)

where the encoding coefficient of each Bk,S\{k} is 1. The
server then sends the multicast messages XS where |S| = t+1
and S ∩ L 
= ∅.

For each set of users B ⊆ [K], define VB as the family
of subsets V ⊆ B, where |V| = |L| and rank2(DV) = |L|.
We now consider each set A ⊆ [K] where |A| = t + 1 and
A ∩ L = ∅, and focus on the binary sum with B = L ∪ A,

⊕
V∈VB

XB\V . (66)

A subfile Wi,T where T ⊆ B appears in the sum (66) if
and only if there exists some user k ∈ B \ T such that
rank2(DB\(T ∪{k})) = |L| (i.e., DB\(T ∪{k}) is full-rank and
thus XT ∪{k} is in (66)) and yk,i 
= 0 (i.e., Wi,T appears in
XT ∪{k}). We then provide the following Lemma, proved in
Appendix A.

Lemma 1: If Wi,T appears in the sum (66), the number
of multicast messages in the sum which contains Wi,T is
even.5 �

From Lemma 1, it can be seen that each subfile in the
sum (66) appears an even number of times, and thus the
coefficient of this subfile in the sum is 0, which leads to

XA = ⊕
V∈VB:V�=L

XB\V . (67)

In other words, XA can be reconstructed by the transmitted
multicast messages.

As a result, each user can recover all multicast messages
and thus it can decode its desired function.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we introduced the novel problem of cache-
aided scalar linear function retrieval, which is a generaliza-
tion of the classic coded caching problem and allows users
to request scalar linear functions of files. We proposed a
novel scheme that is provably correct for demand functions
over arbitrary finite field. Quite surprisingly, the proposed
scheme has the same worst-case load performance as the
optimal scheme under uncoded cache placement for single file

5 Note that in the YMA scheme for the original MAN caching problem,
each subfile in (11) is contained in two multicast messages in (11). Hence,
Lemma 1 is also a generalization of [4, Lemma 1] for the YMA scheme.

retrieval, as such it is optimal under the constraint of uncoded
cache placement and to within a factor of two otherwise.
Ongoing work includes the extension of the proposed caching
scheme to the case where the demanded functions are vector
linear or non-linear, as well as finding novel caching schemes
for the cache-aided function retrieval problem with coded
cache placement.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Recall that a subfile Wi,T where T ⊆ B appears in the
sum (66) if and only if there exists some user k ∈ B \ T
satisfying the following two constraints,

1) Constraint 1: rank2(DB\(T ∪{k})) = |L| such that
XT ∪{k} is in (66);

2) Constraint 2: yk,i 
= 0 such that Wi,T appears in
XT ∪{k}.

Thus, for each k ∈ B \ T satisfying the above constraints,
in (66) there exists one multicast message which contains
Wi,T . So to prove Lemma 1, it is equivalent to prove that the
number of users k ∈ B \ T satisfying the above constraints is
even.

We assume that user k1 satisfies the above constraints.
Hence, DB\(T ∪{k1}) is full-rank, and yk1,i 
= 0. We let
Y = {Y(1), . . . ,Y(|L|)} = B \ (T ∪ {k1}).

In the following, we operate a linear space transformation.
More precisely, we let

Gj = yY(j)[W1; . . . ;WN], ∀j ∈ [|L|]. (68)

From (68), we can re-write the demand of each user Y(j) as

Gj = y�
j [G1; . . . ;G|L|],

where y�
j is the |L|-dimension unit vector whose jth element

is 1. The transformed demand matrix of the users in Y is

T = [y�
1; . . . ;y

�
|L|],

which is an identity matrix.
In addition, we can also re-write the demand of user k1 as

y�[G1; . . . ;G|L|],

where y� is an |L|-dimension vector on F2. Note that if the
pth element in y� is 1 and Gp contains Wi, Wi appears one
time in y�[G1; . . . ;G|L|]. As yk1,i 
= 0, it can be seen that
y�[G1; . . . ;G|L|] contains Wi. Hence, the number of p ∈ [|L|]
where the pth element in y� is 1 and Gp contains Wi, is odd.
For each of such p, if we replace the pth row of T by y�,
the resulting matrix is still full-rank, because the pth element
in y� is 1. As the resulting matrix is full-rank, it can be
seen that DB\(T ∪{Y(p)}) is also full-rank. In addition, as Gp

contains Wi, we can see that yY(p),i 
= 0. Hence, user Y(p)
also satisfies the two constraints. Moreover, for any s ∈ [|L|],
if the sth element in y� is not 1, user Y(s) does not satisfy
Constraint 1; if Gs does not contain Ws, user Y(s) does not
satisfy Constraint 2.

As a result, besides user k1, the number of users in B \ T
satisfying the two constraints is odd. In conclusion, by taking
user k1 into consideration, the number of users in B \ T
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satisfying the two constraints is even. Thus Lemma 1 is
proved.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF (57)

Recall that L = [|L|]. We now focus on one set of non-
leaders A ⊆ [K] where |A| = t+ 1 and A ∩L = ∅.

For any positive integer n, Perm(n) represents the set of
all permutations of [n]. For any set X and any number y, we
define Card(X , y) as the number of elements in X which is
smaller than y, i.e.,

Card(X , y) := |{i ∈ X : i < y}|. (69)

For example, if X = {1, 3, 4, 5} and y = 4, we have
Card(X , y) = |{1, 3}| = 2.

Our objective is to prove (57) which can be equivalently
written as

XA =
�

S⊆A∪L:|S|=t+1,S�=A
βA,SXS , (70)

where βA,S is given in (71), shown at the bottom of the
next page. Note that (71) is obtained from expanding the
determinant in (57b).

Remark 6 (Connection to the Example in Section IV-A
– Part I): Let us go back to the illustrated example in
Section IV-A, where we have L = [2]. When A = {3, 4} and
S = {1, 2}, from the definition in (52) we have LS = [2]
and from the definition in (55) we have IndS = [2]. In
addition, Perm(|LS |) = Perm(2) = {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. Hence,
when u = (u1, u2) = (1, 2), in (71) we have the term

(−1)1+Tot([2])+Card([2]\{1},1)+Card([2]\{1,2},2)x3,1x4,2

= (−1)1+Tot([2])+Card([2]\{1},1)+Card([2]\{1,2},2)y3,1y4,2

= y3,1y4,2, (72)

where (72) is because in the example we have Wi = Bi for
each i ∈ [N], and thus xk = yk for each k ∈ [K]. Similarly,
when u = (2, 1), in (71) we have the term

(−1)1+Tot([2])+Card([2]\{2},2)+Card([2]\{1,2},1)x4,1x3,2

= (−1)1+Tot([2])+Card([2]\{2},2)+Card([2]\{1,2},1)y4,1y3,2

= −y4,1y3,2. (73)

Hence, in (71) we have β{3,4},{1,2} = y3,1y4,2 − y4,1y3,2,
which coincides with (37a) in the illustrated example. �

By the definition of XS in (54) and the fact that each block
is a linear combination of leader blocks as explained in (51b),
it is obvious to check that in (70), there only exist the leader
blocks Bi,T where i ∈ [|L|], T ⊆ (A∪L), and |T | = t. Now
we divide such leader blocks into hierarchies, where we say a
leader block Bi,T appearing in (70) is in Hierarchy h ∈ [0 : t],
if |T ∩ L| = h. In addition, on the LHS of (70), only leader
blocks in Hierarchy 0 exist.

We consider the following three cases:

1) Case 1: Bi,T is in Hierarchy 0. In Appendix B-A, we
will prove that the coefficient of Bi,T on the RHS
of (70) is equal to the coefficient of Bi,T on the LHS
of (70).

2) Case 2: Bi,T is in Hierarchy h > 0 and i ∈ T . In
Appendix B-B, we will prove that the coefficient of Bi,T
on the RHS of (70) is 0.

3) Case 3: Bi,T is in Hierarchy h > 0 and i /∈ T . In
Appendix B-C, we will prove that the coefficient of Bi,T
on the RHS of (70) is 0.

Hence, after proving the above three cases, (70) can be directly
derived.

Remark 7 (Connection to the Example in Section IV-A –
part II): In the illustrated example, recall that Bi = Wi for
each i ∈ [|L|]. Hence, it can be seen that Bi,T = Wi,T for
each i ∈ [|L|], T ⊆ [K], and |T | = t. For each leader block
Wi,T , it is in one of the following three cases,

1) Case 1: Wi,T is in Hierarchy 0. In this case, we have
the leader blocks Wi,{3}, Wi,{4} for i ∈ [2].

2) Case 2: Wi,T is in Hierarchy 1 and i ∈ T . In this case,
we have the leader blocks W1,{1} and W2,{2}.

3) Case 3: Wi,T is in Hierarchy 1 and i /∈ T . In this case,
we have the leader blocks W1,{2} and W2,{1}.

In this example, (70) becomes (29b), i.e.,

X{3,4} =
�

S⊆[4]:|S|=2,S∩[2] �=∅
β{3,4},SXS , (74)

which is our objective. �

A. Case 1

If Bi,T is in Hierarchy 0, we have T ⊆ A. As |A|−|T | = 1,
we assume that {A(k)} = A \ T . On the LHS of (70), Bi,T
appears in XA, where from (54) we have

XA =
�

j∈[t+1]

(−1)j−1(xA(j),1B1,S\{A(j)}+

. . .+ xA(j),|L|B|L|,S\{A(j)}). (75)

Hence, the coefficient of Bi,T in XA is (−1)k−1xA(k),i.
Let us then focus on the RHS of (70). Bi,T appears in

XT ∪{i}. As user i is the only leader in T ∪{i} (i.e., LT ∪{i} =
{i}), the coefficient of Bi,T in XT ∪{i} is (−1)1−1 = 1. In
addition, by computing IndT ∪{i} = {k}, we have

βA,T ∪{i} = (−1)1+k+0xA(k),i = (−1)k+1xA(k),i (76a)

= (−1)k−1xA(k),i. (76b)

Hence, the coefficient of Bi,T on the RHS of (70) (i.e., in
βA,T ∪{i}XT ∪{i}) is

(−1)k−1xA(k),i × 1 = (−1)k−1xA(k),i, (77)

which is the same as the coefficient of Bi,T on the LHS
of (70).

Remark 8 (Connection to the Example in Section IV-A –
Part III): In the illustrated example, recall that L = [2] and
A = {3, 4}. Let us focus on W1,{3} which is in Case 1. On
the LHS of (74), we have

X{3,4}=(y3,1W1,{4}+y3,2W2,{4})−(y4,1W1,{3}+y4,2W2,{3});

thus the coefficient of W1,{3} in X{3,4} is −y4,1. On the RHS
of (74), W1,{3} appears in X{1,3}, where

X{1,3} = W1,{3} + (y3,1W1,{1} + y3,2W2,{1});
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thus the coefficient of W1,{3} in X{1,3} is 1. From (71) the
decoding coefficient of X{1,3} is (recall that L{1,3} = {1} and
Ind{1,3} = {2})

β{3,4},{1,3} =
�

u∈Perm(1)

(−1)1+2+Card([1]\{u1},u1)y4,1 = −y4,1.

(78)

Hence, the coefficient of W1,{3} on the RHS of (74) is also
−y4,1, which is the same as the one on the LHS of (74). �

B. Case 2

Now we focus on one leader block Bi,T in Hierarchy h > 0
where i ∈ T . By definition, we have |T ∩L| = h. On the RHS
of (70), as i ∈ T , Bi,T only appears in XT ∪{A(k)}, where
k ∈ IndT . We define that

the
�

Ind
−1
T (k)

�th
smallest element in IndT is k. (79)

We focus on one k ∈ IndT . A(k) is the kth element
in A, and in A \ T there are Ind

−1
T (k) − 1 elements

smaller than A(k). Hence, in NT ∪{A(k)} there are k − 1 −�
Ind

−1
T (k) − 1

�
= k− Ind

−1
T (k) elements smaller than A(k).

So from (54), it can be seen that the coefficient of Bi,T in
XT ∪{A(k)} is

(−1)k−Ind−1
T (k)xA(k),i. (80)

In addition, we have (81), shown at the bottom
of the next page. From (80) and (81b), the
coefficient of Bi,T in βA,T ∪{A(k)}XT ∪{A(k)} is

(−1)k−Ind
−1
T (k)xA(k),iβA,T ∪{A(k)}.

In the following, we will prove�
k∈IndT

(−1)k−Ind−1
T (k)xA(k),iβA,T ∪{A(k)} = 0, (82)

such that the coefficient of Bi,T on the RHS of (70) is 0.
Let us focus on one k ∈ IndT and one permutation u =

(u1, . . . , u|LT |) ∈ Perm(|LT |). The term in (82) caused by k
and u is (83), shown at the bottom of the next page. Note that
in

xA(k),i

�
i2∈[|LT |]

x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2 )
�
,LT (i2)

, (84)

which is the product of |LT | + 1 terms, there is one term
whose second subscript is i� for each i� ∈ LT \ {i}, and there
are two terms whose second subscript is i. We define that

the
�
L−1
T (i)

�th
smallest element in LT is i. (85)

Hence, the two terms in (84) whose second subscript is i are
xA(k),i and xA(k�),i, where k� := IndT ∪{A(k)}(uL−1

T (i)).

In addition, the combination k� and u� = (u�1, . . . , u
�
|LT |)

also causes a term in (82) which has the product

xA(k�),i

�
i2∈[|LT |]

x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�
i2

)
�
,LT (i2)

. (86)

The products in (84) and (86) are identical if u� is as follows,

• for j ∈ [|LT |] \ {L−1
T (i)}, we have

A
�
IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�j)

�
= A

�
IndT ∪{A(k)}(uj)

�
; (87)

such that

x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�
j)
�
,LT (j)

= x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(uj)
�
,LT (j)

;

(88)

• for j = L−1
T (i), we have

A
�
IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�j)

�
= A(k); (89)

such that

x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�
j)
�
,LT (j)

= xA(k),i. (90)

It is obvious to check that there does not exist any other
combination of k�� ∈ IndT and u�� ∈ Perm(|LT |), causing a
term on the LHS of (82) which has the product in (84), except
the two above combinations.

In Appendix C, we will prove that

(−1)
−Ind−1

T (k)+1+Tot(IndT )+
�

i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1)

+

(−1)
−Ind−1

T (k�)+1+Tot(IndT )+
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u�

1,...,u�
i�1

},u�
i�1

)

= 0,
(91)

such that the coefficient of the product in (84) on the LHS
of (82) is 0. In other words, for each combination of k and
u on the LHS of (82), there is exactly one term caused by
the combination of k� and u�, such that the sum of these two
caused terms is 0. Thus (82) is proved.

Remark 9 (Connection to the Example in Section IV-A –
Part IV): In the illustrated example, let us focus on W1,{1}
which is in Case 2. It can be seen that Ind{1} = [2]. For each
k ∈ [2], W1,{1} appears in X{1}∪A(k). When k = 1, we have

X{1}∪A(k) = X{1,3} = W1,{3} + (y3,1W1,{1} + y3,2W2,{1}).
(92)

From (71), the coefficient of X{1,3} in (74) is (recall that
L{1,3} = {1} and Ind{1,3} = {2})

β{3,4},{1,3} =
�

u∈Perm(1)

(−1)1+2+Card([1]\{u1},u1)y4,1 = −y4,1.

(93)

βA,S =
�

u=(u1,...,u|LS|)

∈Perm(|LS |)

(−1)
1+Tot(IndS)+

�
i1∈[|LS|]

Card([|LS |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 ) �
i2∈[|LS |]

x
A
�

IndS(ui2 )
�
,LS(i2)

. (71)
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When k = 2, we have

X{1}∪A(k) = X{1,4} = W1,{4} + (y4,1W1,{1} + y4,2W2,{1}).
(94)

From (71), the coefficient of X{1,4} in (74) is (recall that
L{1,4} = {1} and Ind{1,4} = {1})

β{3,4},{1,4} =
�

u∈Perm(1)

(−1)1+1+Card([1]\{u1},u1)y3,1 = y3,1.

(95)

Hence, the coefficient of W1,{1} in (74) is

y3,1β{3,4},{1,3}+y4,1β{3,4},{1,4}=y3,1(−y4,1)+y4,1y3,1 = 0.
(96)

�

C. Case 3

Lastly we focus on one leader block Bi,T in Hierarchy
h > 0 where i /∈ T . By definition, we have |T ∩ L| = h.
On the RHS of (70), as i /∈ T , Bi,T appears in XT ∪{i}. In

addition, Bi,T also appears in XT ∪{A(k)}, where k ∈ IndT .

Let us first focus on XT ∪{i}. Recall that the
�
L−1
T ∪{i}(i)

�th

element in LT ∪{i} is i. From (54), it can be seen that the
coefficient of Bi,T in XT ∪{i} is

(−1)L
−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1. (97)

In addition, we have (98), shown at the bottom of the next
page.

Let us then focus on XT ∪{A(k)}, where k ∈ IndT . It was
proved in (80) that the coefficient of Bi,T in XT ∪{A(k)} is

(−1)k−Ind−1
T (k)xA(k),i. (99)

In addition, it was proved in (81b) that

βA,T ∪{A(k)} =
�

u=(u1,...,u|LT |)

∈Perm(|LT |)

(−1)
1+(Tot(IndT )−k)+ �

i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1)�

i2∈[|LT |]
x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2 )
�
,LT (i2)

. (100)

In the following, we will prove

(−1)L
−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1βA,T ∪{i}+�

k∈IndT

(−1)k−Ind−1
T (k)xA(k),iβA,T ∪{A(k)} = 0, (101)

such that the coefficient of Bi,T on the RHS of (70) is 0. Note
that there are t− |LT | non-leaders in T . As there are totally
t+ 1 non-leaders in A, we have

|IndT | = t+ 1 − (t− |LT |) = |LT | + 1. (102)

Let us focus on one permutation u = (u1, . . . , u|LT |+1) ∈
Perm(|LT | + 1) in βA,T ∪{i}. The term in (101) caused by u
is (103), shown at the bottom of the next page.

We can rewrite the product term in (103b) as follows (recall

again that the
�
L−1
T ∪{i}(i)

�th
element in LT ∪{i} is i),�

i2∈[|LT |+1]

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

= x
A
�

IndT (uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)

)
�
,i

�
i2∈[|LT |+1]

\{L−1
T ∪{i}(i)}

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

(104a)

= xA(�k),i

�
i2∈[|LT |+1]\{L−1

T ∪{i}(i)}

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

,

(104b)

βA,T ∪{A(k)} =
�

u=(u1,...,u|LT ∪{A(k)}|)

∈Perm(|LT ∪{A(k)}|)

(−1)
1+Tot(IndT ∪{A(k)})+

�
i1∈[|LT ∪{A(k)}|]

Card([|LT ∪{A(k)}|]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )

�
i2∈[|LT ∪{A(k)}|]

xA
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{A(k)}(i2)

(81a)

=
�

u=(u1,...,u|LT |)

∈Perm(|LT |)

(−1)
1+(Tot(IndT )−k)+ �

i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 ) �

i2∈[|LT |]
x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2)
�
,LT (i2)

. (81b)

(−1)k−Ind−1
T (k)xA(k),i

⎧⎨⎩(−1)
1+(Tot(IndT )−k)+ �

i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1) �

i2∈[|LT |]
x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2)
�
,LT (i2)

⎫⎬⎭ (83a)

= (−1)
−Ind

−1
T (k)+1+Tot(IndT )+

�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )

⎧⎨⎩xA(k),i

�
i2∈[|LT |]

x
A
�

IndT ∪{A(k)}(ui2 )
�
,LT (i2)

⎫⎬⎭ . (83b)
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where we define $k := IndT (uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)).

Hence, on the LHS of (101), besides
(−1)L

−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1

βA,T ∪{i}, only the caused term by the
combination of $k and $u = ($u1, . . . , $u|LT |) has the product
in (104b), where

$u =
�
g(u1), . . . , g(uL−1

T∪{i}(i)−1), g(uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)+1),

. . . , g(u|LT |+1)
�
, (105a)

g(uj) :=

⎧⎨⎩uj , if uj < uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)

uj − 1 if uj > uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)

. (105b)

In Appendix D, we will prove that

(−1)
L−1

T ∪{i}(i)+Tot(IndT )+
�

i1∈[|LT |+1]
Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )

+

(−1)
−Ind−1

T (�k)+1+Tot(IndT )+
�

�i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{�u1,...,�u

�i1
},�u

�i1
)

= 0,
(106)

such that the coefficient of the product in (104b) on the LHS
of (101) is 0. Hence, for each permutation u ∈ Perm(|LT |+1),
there is exactly one term caused by the combination of $k ∈
IndT and $u ∈ Perm(|LT |), such that the sum of these two
caused terms are 0.

In addition, on the LHS of (101), there are (|LT | +
1)! terms in (−1)L

−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1

βA,T ∪{i}. Recall that in (102),
we proved |IndT | = |LT | + 1. Hence, on the LHS
of (101), there are |LT |! × (|LT | + 1) = (|LT | + 1)! terms
in
�

k∈IndT
(−1)k−Ind−1

T (k)xA(k),iβA,T ∪{A(k)}. In conclusion,
we prove (101).

Remark 10 (Connection to the Example in Section IV-A –
Part V): In the illustrated example, let us focus on W1,{2}
which is in Case 3. It can be seen that W1,{2} appears in
X{1,2}, where

X{1,2} = W1,{2} −W2,{1}. (107)

From (71), the coefficient of X{1,2} in (74) is (recall that
L{1,2} = [2] and Ind{1,2} = [2])

β{3,4},{1,2}=
�

u∈Perm(2)

(−1)1+3+Card([2]\{u1},u1)
�

i2∈[2]

yA(ui2),i2

(108a)

= y3,1y4,2 − y4,1y3,2. (108b)

In addition, with Ind{2} = [2], it can be seen that W1,{2} also
appears in X{2}∪A(k) where k ∈ [2]. When k = 1, we have

X{2}∪A(k) = X{2,3} = W2,{3} + (y3,1W1,{2} + y3,2W2,{2}).
(109)

From (71), the coefficient of X{2,3} in (74) is (recall that
L{2,3} = {2} and Ind{2,3}) = {2})

β{3,4},{2,3} =
�

u∈Perm(1)

(−1)1+2y4,2 = −y4,2. (110)

When k = 2, we have

X{2}∪A(k) = X{2,4} = W2,{4} + (y4,1W1,{2} + y4,2W2,{2}).
(111)

From (71), the coefficient of X{2,4} in (74) is (recall that
L{2,4} = {2} and Ind{2,4}) = {1})

β{3,4},{2,4} =
�

u∈Perm(1)

(−1)1+1y3,2 = y3,2. (112)

Hence, the coefficient of W1,{2} in (74) is

β{3,4},{1,2} + y3,1β{3,4},{2,3} + y4,1β{3,4},{2,4} (113a)

= y3,1y4,2 − y4,1y3,2 + y3,1(−y4,2) + y4,1y3,2 = 0. (113b)

�

βA,T ∪{i} =
�

u=(u1,...,u|LT ∪{i}|)

∈Perm(|LT ∪{i}|)

(−1)
1+Tot(IndT ∪{i})+

�
i1∈[|LT ∪{i}|]

Card([|LT ∪{i}|]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )

�
i2∈[|LT ∪{i}|]

x
A
�

IndT ∪{i}(ui2)
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

(98a)

=
�

u=(u1,...,u|LT |+1)

∈Perm(|LT |+1)

(−1)
1+Tot(IndT )+

�
i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 ) �
i2∈[|LT |+1]

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

(98b)

(−1)L
−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1

⎧⎨⎩(−1)
1+Tot(IndT )+

�
i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 ) �
i2∈[|LT |+1]

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

⎫⎬⎭ (103a)

= (−1)
L−1

T ∪{i}(i)+Tot(IndT )+
�

i1∈[|LT |+1]
Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )

⎧⎨⎩ �
i2∈[|LT |+1]

x
A
�

IndT (ui2 )
�
,LT ∪{i}(i2)

⎫⎬⎭ . (103b)
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF (91)

To prove (91), it is equivalent to prove, (114), shown at the
bottom of the page.

Let us focus on
�

i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |] \ {u1, . . . , ui1}, ui1).

By the definition of the function Card(·) in (69), we have�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |] \ {u1, . . . , ui1}, ui1)

=
�

i1∈[|LT |]:i1 �=L−1
T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |] \ {uL−1

T (i)})

\ {u1, . . . , uL−1
T (i)−1, uL−1

T (i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
+ |{i2 ∈ [L−1

T (i) − 1] : uL−1
T (i) < ui2}|

+ |{i3 ∈ [L−1
T (i) + 1 : |LT |] : ui3 < uL−1

T (i)}| (115a)

=
�

i1∈[|LT |]:i1 �=L−1
T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |]

\ {uL−1
T (i)}) \ {u1, . . . , uL−1

T (i)−1, uL−1
T (i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
+ (L−1

T (i) − 1 − |{i2 ∈ [L−1
T (i) − 1] : ui2 < uL−1

T (i)}|)
+ |{i3 ∈ [L−1

T (i) + 1 : |LT |] : ui3 < uL−1
T (i)}| (115b)

=
�

i1∈[|LT |]:i1 �=L−1
T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |]

\ {uL−1
T (i)}) \ {u1, . . . , uL−1

T (i)−1, uL−1
T (i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
+ (L−1

T (i) − 1 − |{i2 ∈ [L−1
T (i) − 1] : ui2 < uL−1

T (i)}|)
+ Card([|LT |], uL−1

T (i))−|{i2 ∈ [L−1
T (i)−1] : ui2<uL−1

T (i)}|.
(115c)

Similarly, for
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |] \ {u�1, . . . , u�i�1}, u

�
i�1

), from

the same derivation as (115c), we have�
i�1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |] \ {u�1, . . . , u�i�1}, u
�
i�1

)

=
�

i�1∈[|LT |]:i�1 �=L−1
T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |]

\ {u�L−1
T (i)

}) \ {u�1, . . . , u�L−1
T (i)−1

, u�L−1
T (i)+1

, . . . , u�i1}, u
�
i1

�
+ (L−1

T (i) − 1 − |{i�2 ∈ [L−1
T (i) − 1] : u�i�2 < u�L−1

T (i)
}|)

+ Card([|LT |], u�L−1
T (i)

)−|{i�2 ∈ [L−1
T (i)−1] : u�i�2<u

�
L−1

T (i)
}|.

(116)

In addition, from (87), it can be seen that�
i1∈[|LT |]:i1 �=L−1

T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |] \ {uL−1

T (i)})

\ {u1, . . . , uL−1
T (i)−1, uL−1

T (i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
=

�
i�1∈[|LT |]:i�1 �=L−1

T (i)

Card
�
([|LT |]

\ {u�L−1
T (i)

}) \ {u�1, . . . , u�L−1
T (i)−1

, u�L−1
T (i)+1

, . . . , u�i1}, u
�
i1

�
.

(117)

From (115c)-(117), and the fact that (−1)2a = (−1)0 for
any integer a, we have, (118), shown at the top of the next
page.

Without loss of generality, we assume k < k�. Recall that
IndT ∪{A(k)}(uL−1

T (i)) = k�. By the definition in (79), we can

see that in IndT , there are Ind
−1
T (k�)−1 elements smaller than

k�. By the assumption, k < k�. Hence, in IndT ∪{A(k)}, there

are Ind
−1
T (k�) − 2 elements smaller than k�. In other words,

uL−1
T (i) = Ind

−1
T (k�) − 1, (119)

which leads to

Card({u1, . . . , u|LT |}, uL−1
T (i)) = Ind

−1
T (k�) − 2. (120)

Similarly, recall that IndT ∪{A(k�)}(u�L−1
T (i)

) = k. In IndT ,

there are Ind
−1
T (k)−1 elements smaller than k. By the assump-

tion, k < k�. Hence, in IndT ∪{A(k�)}, there are Ind
−1
T (k) − 1

elements smaller than k. In other words,

u�L−1
T (i)

= Ind
−1
T (k), (121)

which leads to

Card({u�1, . . . , u�|LT |}, u�L−1
T (i)

) = Ind
−1
T (k) − 1. (122)

We take (120) and (122) into (118) to obtain, (123), shown at
the top of the next page.

Finally, we have, (124), shown at the top of the next page.
which proves (114).

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF (106)

To prove (106), it is equivalent to prove, (125), shown at
the top of the next page.

Let us focus on
�

i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT | + 1] \

{u1, . . . , ui1}, ui1). By the definition of the function
Card(·) in (69), we have�
i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT | + 1] \ {u1, . . . , ui1}, ui1)

=
�

i1∈[|LT |+1]:

i1 �=L−1
T ∪{i}(i)

Card
�
([|LT | + 1] \ {uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)})

\ {u1, . . . , uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1, uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
+ |{i2 ∈ [L−1

T ∪{i}(i) − 1] : uL−1
T ∪{i}(i) < ui2}|

+ |{i3 ∈ [L−1
T ∪{i}(i) + 1 : |LT | + 1] : ui3 < u|LT |+1}|

(126a)

=
�

i1∈[|LT |+1]:

i1 �=L−1
T ∪{i}(i)

Card
�
([|LT | + 1] \ {uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)})

(−1)
−Ind−1

T (k)−Ind−1
T (k�)+

�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )+
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u�

1,...,u�
i�1

},u�
i�1

)

= −1. (114)
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(−1)

�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )+
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u�

1,...,u�
i�1
},u�

i�1
)

= (−1)
Card([|LT |],uL−1

T (i)
)+Card([|LT |],u�

L−1
T (i)

)
. (118)

(−1)

�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )+
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u�

1,...,u�
i�1
},u�

i�1
)

= (−1)Ind−1
T (k�)−2+Ind−1

T (k)−1 (123a)

= (−1)Ind−1
T (k�)+Ind−1

T (k)+1. (123b)

(−1)
−Ind−1

T (k)−Ind−1
T (k�)+

�
i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1 )+
�

i�1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{u�

1,...,u�
i�1

},u�
i�1

)

= (−1)−Ind−1
T (k)−Ind−1

T (k�)+Ind−1
T (k�)+Ind−1

T (k)+1 (124a)

= −1, (124b)

(−1)
1+L−1

T ∪{i}(i)−Ind−1
T (�k)+

�
i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1)+
�

�i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{�u1,...,�u

�i1
},�u

�i1
)

= −1. (125)

(−1)
1+L−1

T ∪{i}(i)−Ind−1
T (�k)+

�
i1∈[|LT |+1]

Card([|LT |+1]\{u1,...,ui1},ui1)+
�

�i1∈[|LT |]
Card([|LT |]\{�u1,...,�u

�i1
},�u

�i1
)

= (−1)
−Ind

−1
T (�k)+Card([|LT |+1],uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)
)

(128a)

= −1, (128b)

\ {u1, . . . , uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)−1, uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
+ L−1

T ∪{i}(i)−1−|{i2∈ [L−1
T ∪{i}(i) − 1] : ui2<uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)}|

+ Card([|LT |+1], uL−1
T∪{i}(i))

−|{i2∈ [L−1
T ∪{i}(i) − 1] : ui2 < uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)}| (126b)

From the construction of $u in (105a), we have�
i1∈[|LT |+1]:

i1 �=L−1
T ∪{i}(i)

Card
�
([|LT | + 1] \ {uL−1

T∪{i}(i)})

\ {u1, . . . , uL−1
T∪{i}(i)−1, uL−1

T ∪{i}(i)+1, . . . , ui1}, ui1

�
=

�
�i1∈[|LT |]

Card([|LT |] \ {$u1, . . . , $u�i1}, $u�i1). (127)

From (126b) and (127), and the fact that (−1)2a = (−1)0 for
any integer a, we have, (128), shown at the top of the page.

where (128b) comes from that $k := IndT (uL−1
T ∪{i}(i)), and

thus uL−1
T ∪{i}(i) = Ind

−1
T ($k)
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